GT MANNERS AND CUSTOMS
GT165-476 Houses, Dwellings, Fashion
GT500-2370 Costume, Dress, Fashion

GV DANCE
GV1580-1799.5 Dancing (Hunt, 3rd floor)

M MUSIC
M1A5 - M3.3 Collections
M3.4-3 Collected works of individual composers
M5-1488 Instrumental music
M6-175.5 One solo instrument
M76 Motion picture music
M177-990 Two or more solo instruments
M1000-1075 Orchestra
M1100-1160 String orchestra
M1200-1270 Band
M1495-2199 Vocal music
M1500-1508 Operas and musicals
M1528-1529.5 Two or more solo voices
M1611-1624.8 One solo voice
M1999-2199 Sacred vocal music

ML LITERATURE ON MUSIC
ML1150-3780 History and criticism
ML410 Composer biographies
ML3790-3792 Music trade
ML3800-3923 Music as a profession

MT MUSIC INSTRUCTION AND STUDY
MT5.5-7 Music theory
MT9-15 Printed pedagogical aids
MT96-39 Notation
MT97-66 Composition. Elements and techniques of music
MT97-74 Instrumentation and orchestra
MT85 Conducting. Score reading and playing
MT970-146 Analysis and appreciation of musical works
MT980-195 Singing and vocal technique

N VISUAL ARTS
Art Topics in a broad sense, creative works using more than one medium, and alternative or new media approaches
N61-69 Art theory and aesthetics. See also: BN=Aesthetics
N70-72 Art in relation to other subjects
N81-399 Art education
N400-5299 Art museums and art collections
See also: AMI-501 = Museums. Collectors and Collecting
N5300-6499 Art history by period
N5300-6499 19th-21st centuries
N5600-7413 Art history and artists by country, region, or movement
N7428-9160 Special subjects in art

NA ARCHITECTURE
NA1-699 General. History
NA700-739 U.S. architecture and architects
NA740-1611 International architecture and architects
NA199 Architecture as a profession
NA2400-2360 Study and teaching, Research. Competitions
NA2500-2599 Theory, aesthetics, criticism
NA542.35 Environment and green design
NA545 Accessibility
NA695-2793 Architectural design and drawing
NA835-4050 Details and decoration
NA4100-4145 Buildings classified by material
NA1500-4160 Buildings classified by form
NA1470-8480 Buildings classified by use
NA9000-9428 City planning and urban design

NB SCULPTURE
NB00-199 History by period
NB200-1115 Sculpture and sculpture by country, region, or movement
NB1170-1895 Techniques, materials, and forms
NB1910-1932 Special subjects

NC DRAWING, DESIGN, ILLUSTRATION
NC1-196 General. History. Individual artists
NC730-758 Technique
NC845-915 Graphic art materials
NC950-996 Illustration
NC997-1003 Commercial art
NC1300-1766 Cartoons, caricature, animated film, etc.
NC1880-1850 Posters

ND PAINTING
ND49-199 History by period
ND201-1114 Painting and painters by country, region, or movement
ND1115-1460 Special subjects
ND1470-1625 Techniques, materials, and forms

NE PRINT MEDIA
NE400-499 History by period
NE501-698 Prints and printmakers by country, region, or movement
NE885-962 Special subjects
NE1000-3000 Prints and printmakers by media (serigraphy, etc.)

NK DECORATIVE ARTS
NK1-806 General. History
NK1135-1149.5 Arts and crafts movement
NK1150-1160 Decoration and ornament. Design
NK1170-2195 Interior decoration
NK2200-2750 Furniture
NK3775-3496.3 Rugs, tapestries, wallpapers, etc.
NK3600-3640 Calligraphy
NK3700-4890 Ceramics
NK4000-4890 Costume
NK5100-5440 Glass, metalwork, and jewelry
NK8800-9555 Textiles
NK9600-9955 Woodwork

NX THE ARTS
Interrelationships within the arts and other disciplines
NX180-260 Arts in relation to other subjects.
See also: NT = Special topics in art
NX280-410 Arts and education
NX440-460 History of the arts by period
NX545-460 19th-21st centuries
NX550-600 History of the arts by country, region, or movement
NX650-699 Special subjects
NX700-820 Arts patronage, economics, and management

P LANGUAGE, LITERATURE, PLAYS
Located on 2nd floor of Hunt Library. Plays are inter-shelved with other literary works by country, culture, or region, and then by playwright, e.g. Shakespeare = PR (English)
Note: Monologues and screenplays are classed in PN and located on the 4th floor.

PN DRAMA AND THE THEATRE
Located on 4th floor of Hunt Library
PN1631-1650 Philosophy, theory, aesthetics of drama
PN1635-1655 Special subjects of drama
PN1660-1696 Playwriting
PN1720-1861 History of drama
PN1865-1988 Special types of drama
PN1990-1992 Broadcasting, radio, television
PN1993-1995 Motion pictures
PN1997 Screenplays (Hunt, 4th floor)
PN2053 Theatre production and direction
PN2061-2071 Acting
PN2067-2068 Acting
PN2070-2091 Stage costume and makeup
See also: NF = Arts and entertainments: costume
TT9400-959 Costume design and construction

SB PLANT CULTURE
SB449-476.4 Landscape gardening, Landscape architecture

T TECHNOLOGY
T173-174.5 Technological change
T175-178 Industrial research, Research and development
T201-342 Patents. Trademarks
T231-385 Mechanical drawing, Engineering graphics
T391-995 Exhibitions. Trade shows. World’s fairs

TR PHOTOGRAPHY
TR15-145 History of photography and photographers
TR145-146 Photographs and technology
TR624-688 Artistic photography and photographers
TR680-819 Commercial and scientific photography
TR845-899 Photomontage
TR925-1050 Photomechanical processes

TS MANUFACTURES (INDUSTRIAL DESIGN)
TS155-194 Production management. Operations management
TS195-198.8 Packaging
TS840-915 Wood products. Furniture

TT HANDICRAFTS: TRADES AND TECHNIQUES
TT180-200 Woodworking
TT205-267 Metallurgy
TT490-695 Fashion, Costume design and construction
TT870-910 Papercraft
TT919-924 Ceramics

Z BOOKS AND PRINTING
24-8 History of books and bookmarking
24A-45 Calligraphy
Z116-659 Book industries and trade
Z116-630.65 Design and printing
Z266-276 Bookbinding. Book decoration
Z101-899 Bibliography, Index

*This guide is not comprehensive. Ask at the Arts Reference Desk for further assistance.

Library of Congress Classification Outline available at:
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/